Image Dubuque Social Media Kit

Want to promote Imagine Dubuque, but don’t know where to start? Never fear!

STEP 1  Upload one of the images, of your choosing, below but don’t alter the graphics. (The original images can be found in the folder as pngs.)

STEP 2  Copy and paste the ‘post text’ of your choosing via the options below.

Post #1  Now is the time to make Imagine Dubuque, our City’s Comprehensive Plan, a reality! We have our road map, now comes the adventure of building toward our future! Take charge + learn more at www.ImagineDubuque.com! #ImagineDubuque

Post #2  What actions are underway? Where are projects happening? What are you passionate about? What efforts can you help lead? Get involved today! Together we can do it: www.ImagineDubuque.com #ImagineDubuque

Post #3  Help make Imagine Dubuque, our City’s Comprehensive Plan, a reality to create a viable, livable, and equitable community. Share your thoughts + learn more at www.ImagineDubuque.com! #ImagineDubuque

Post #4  Join us as we come together to make Imagine Dubuque, our City’s Comprehensive Plan, a reality! Over 6,000 people gave input to develop the plan, and the community is implementing YOUR recommendations. Help build toward our future at www.ImagineDubuque.com! #ImagineDubuque

Post #5  Get involved today! Together we can do this: www.ImagineDubuque.com! #ImagineDubuque

STEP 3  Click “Post” … Ta-da! Thank you for helping promote Imagine Dubuque.